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6*@OSDXM RSQNMNLHB@K(MRSHSTSD  
&QNMHMFDMSGD-DSGDQK@MCR
7 Observatoire de Besançon, France
ESA and ESO initiated a series of Work-
ing Groups to explore synergies be -
tween space- and ground-based instru-
mentation. The work of the fourth of 
these Working Groups, described in this 
article, focuses on Galactic stellar popu-
lations, their chemistry and dynamics, 
DQGLGHQWL:HVDVHWRIWRSTXHVWLRQVWKDW
future missions and/or ground-based 
facilities will help to answer. Its mandate 
was to focus on Gaia/ground synergies 
in the domain of Galactic science. The 
major recommendations are for ESA  
to guarantee the expected tremendous 
capabilities of Gaia, for ESO to consider 
the construction of highly multiplexed 
spectrographs for follow-up and com-
plementary observations of selected 
Gaia targets, and for ESA and ESO to 
consider jointly ways to give European 
astronomers a lead in the exploitation  
of the Gaia catalogue.
As part of the bilateral cooperation be -
tween the two organisations, the Execu-
tives of ESO and ESA decided to identify 
potential synergies within their future 
OQNIDBSRt$2 @MC$2.SGDQDENQDHMHSH@SDC
@RDQHDRNE6NQJHMF&QNTOR6&RSN
explore synergies between space- and 





Elbaz, 2006) and Fundamental Cosmol-
NFX/D@BNBJDS@K3GDENTQSG
6NQJHMF&QNTOVGNRDQDONQSHROQD -
sented in this article, was decided during 





constituted in April 2007 and is com-
posed of Catherine Turon (Chair), Franc-
DRB@/QHL@R"N"G@HQ)@LDR!HMMDX
Cristina Chiappini, Janet Drew, Amina 
'DKLH MMHD1NAHM@MC2D@M&1X@M  






designed by the ESO Education and 
/TAKHB.TSQD@BG#DO@QSLDMSA@RDCNM
the painting Origine della Via Lattea by 
Jacopo Tintoretto (15181594) and an 
@QSHRSRHLOQDRRHNMNESGD,HKJX6@XEQNL
@- 2 )/+l"@KSDBGOQDRRQDKD@RD
Since the original motivation for this 
report was a desire on the part of ESO 
and ESA to consider projects that would 
BNLOKDLDMSSGD&@H@LHRRHNMHMSGD
CNL@HMNE&@K@BSHBRBHDMBDSGDO@MDKR





understand the formation and further 
DUNKTSHNMNENTQ&@K@WX@MCSNHCDMSHEX
the processes that have shaped, and 
which continue to shape, its stellar popu-
K@SHNMR@MCF@RBNMSDMS3GHRHLOKHDR
obtaining a consistent picture of the 
structure, the dynamics and the chemical 
BG@Q@BSDQHRSHBRNESGDCHEEDQDMS&@K@BSHB
populations and, when possible, the 
comparison with the observations made 
NMMD@QAXF@K@WHDRHMSGD+NB@K&QNTO






light of dedicated survey telescopes in the 
NOSHB@K@MCMD@QHMEQ@QDCAX$2.5(23 
AXSGDDMCNE@MC523HM
Moreover, in the future E-ELT era, new  





  the volume and quality of data that  
&@H@VHKKOQNUHCDVHKKQDUNKTSHNMHRDSGD
RSTCXNESGD&@K@WXDUDMLNQDSG@M
Hipparcos revolutionised the study of 
the Solar Neighbourhood;




surveys are ideal tools in this respect;
  it will be important to develop the capa-
AHKHSHDRSNBNUDQVG@S&@H@VHKKMNSRTBG
as high resolution spectroscopic follow-
up for a large number of targets selected 
EQNL&@H@C@S@LDCHTLQDRNKTSHNM
spectroscopy for a large number of 
selected faint stars for which no spec-
troscopic data will be obtained from 
&@H@NQ@BGHDUHMFVHCDV@UDKDMFSGBNU-
erage in photometry and spectroscopy;
l@CU@MBDRHMHMEQ@QDC(1@RSQNMNLXVHKK
@KKNVTRSNS@OSGDADMDjSRNEHMEQ@QDC
wavelengths for astrometric, spectro-
scopic and photometric observations  
NESGDNARBTQDC&@K@BSHB!TKFD@MCSGD
BDMSQ@KQDFHNMNESGD&@K@WX
  stellar population science needs access 




  proper interpretation of such a huge 
L@RRNEC@S@CDL@MCRRHFMHjB@MS
improvements to underlying theory, 
LNCDKKHMF@MC@M@KXRHRSDBGMHPTDR
3GDSNOPTDRSHNMRHM&@K@BSHBRBHDMBD
Much has been learned about the various 
BNLONMDMSRNESGD&@K@WXRHMBDSGDD@QKX
RVGDM6@KSDQ!@@CDHMSQNCTBDC 
the concept of stellar populations, but we 
still have a fragmentary picture of how  
SGD&@K@WXV@R@RRDLAKDC@MCRTA 
RDPTDMSKXDUNKUDC.MKXSGDBNMBNLHS@MS
availability of high quality data on dis-
S@MBDRJHMDL@SHBR@FDROGXRHB@K
parameters and element abundances for 
Astronomical News
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RTEjBHDMSKXK@QFDR@LOKDRNERS@QREQNL
D@BGNESGD&@K@WXBNLONMDMSRVNTKC
have a profound impact on our views  
NEGNVSGD&@K@WXENQLDC@MCDUNKUDC(S
is, in particular, crucial to obtain observa-
SHNMR@SU@QHNTRCHRS@MBDREQNLSGD&@
lactic Centre and various distances from 
SGD&@K@BSHB/K@MDEQNLSGD&@K@BSHB
Bulge out to the external parts of the Disc 
@MCSGDG@KNHMBKTCHMFRS@QRHM@KKJHMCR
of substructures such as OB clusters and 





galaxy, to identify the future challenges, 
and to propose which tools (in terms  
of facilities, infrastructures, instruments, 
science policies) would be needed to 
RTBBDRRETKKXS@BJKD@MCRNKUDSGDQDL@HM -
HMFNODMPTDRSHNMR(M2DBSHNMNESGD
report we examine the current state of 
NTQJMNVKDCFDHM&@K@BSHBRBHDMBDSGD
L@HMRSQTBSTQDRNESGD&@K@WXSGDBNM 
tinuing process of star formation that 
strongly shapes its present-day proper-
ties; the dynamics of stars that are the 
clue to determining the mass distribution 
HMSGD&@K@WXBNMMDBSHMFSGDJHMD L@SHBR
of each population with its spatial distri-
bution and relating the present orbits of 
stars to the orbits on which they were 
born; the basic astrophysical parameters 
@FDRJHMDL@SHBR@MCBGDLHB@K@ATM -







tory in which to study the processes that 
shape galaxies, and to constrain theo-
retical models of galaxy formation and 
DUNKTSHNM(MSGDBNTQRDNE2DBSHNMR@MC
4, we identify a number of limits on  
NTQBTQQDMSJMNVKDCFD@MCGHMS@SETSTQD
VNQJSG@SVNTKCNUDQBNLDSGDRD3GDRD
issues are brought into sharp focus  
in Section 5, where we identify the top 
remaining questions, and suggest how 
possible solutions might be provided  













with ,CDM? Then we consider the top 
open questions for each of the main 
BNLONMDMSRNESGD&@K@WX(M2DBSHNM
we review ground- and space-based 





Figure 1.3GDEQNMSBNUDQSNSGDSG$2 l$2.6NQJ -
HMF&QNTO1DONQSCDRHFMDCAXSGD$2.$CTB@SHNM
@MC/TAKHB.TSQD@BGFQNTOHRRGNVM CDS@HKEQNL
the painting of Jacopo Tintoretto is blended with an 
@QSHRSRHLOQDRRHNMNESGD&@K@WX)@BNON3HMSNQDSSN
lV@R@5DMDSH@MO@HMSDQNESGD(S@KH@M
Renaissance, renowned for his dramatic use of light, 
RG@CNVR@MCAQHFGSBNKNTQR3GDO@HMSHMFHRSGD
Origine della Via LatteaRGNVHMFGNVSGD,HKJX6@X
V@RBQD@SDCEQNLSGDLHKJNE'DQ@9DTRVHRGHMF 
to immortalise his baby Heracles, born from a mortal 







to illustrate new observations from NASAs Spitzer 
2O@BD3DKDRBNODQDUD@KHMFSG@SSGD&@K@WXLHFGS
have only two major arms of stars rather than four  
as was previously believed (see http://www.spitzer.
caltech.edu
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Recommendations
$TQNODG@RKDCSGDV@XHM&@K@BSHBQD 
search as regards astrometry and spec-
SQNRBNOX@MCHRNMSGDAQHMJNES@JHMF 
the lead in photometry: ESAs Hipparcos 
mission pioneered space astrometry  
@MCO@UDCSGDV@XENQSGD@LAHSHNTR&@H@
LHRRHNMVGHBGVHKKODQENQLSGDjQRSO@Q@K -
lax survey down to magnitude V = 20 in 
parallel with a complete characterisation 
of each observed object; ESOs innova-
tive telescopes (NTT and VLT) coupled to 
leading capabilities in the construction  
of multi-object spectrographs have yielded 
detailed stellar abundances of faint  
stars; ESO is about to start massive pro-
FQ@LLDRNENOSHB@KMD@Q(1OGNSNLDSQX
with two dedicated survey telescopes 
5(23 @MC5233GHRNARDQU@SHNM@KVNQJ
HRA@BJDCAXTMHPTD$TQNOD@MDWODQSHRD 
in modelling stars and galaxies (stellar 
atmospheres, stellar and galactic evolu-
SHNMONOTK@SHNMRXMSGDRHRCXM@LHBRDSB




of the instrumentation that we have and 
OK@MMHMFMDVE@BHKHSHDR/@QSHBTK@Q@SSDM -
tion has to be paid to the optimisation of 
RXMDQFHDRADSVDDM&@H@@MCFQNTMC
based observations, especially with the 
OQDRDMSNQONSDMSH@K$2.HMRSQTLDMSR
The major recommendations from this 
6NQJHMF&QNTO@QD@RENKKNVR
 %NQ$2 SNL@JDL@WHLTLDEENQSSN
guarantee the expected tremendous 
B@O@AHKHSHDRNE&@H@@BBTQ@BHDR@MC
limiting magnitudes for the astrometric, 
photometric and spectroscopic as -
ODBSRNESGDLHRRHNM.MKXHESGDRD
QDPTHQDLDMSR@QDETKjKKDCB@MSGDR@SDK -
lite provide the promised revolution in 
NTQJMNVKDCFDNESGD&@K@WXAXTMUDHK -
ing populations through the study of 
BGDLHRSQX@MCCXM@LHBR
%NQ$2.SNBNMRHCDQE@BHKHSHDRBNMRSQTB-
tion of new highly multiplexed wide 
jDKCRODBSQNFQ@OGRNQHLOQNUDLDMSNE
the capabilities of existing instruments) 
for medium to high resolution spec-
troscopic observations of a large 
number (40 000100 000) of particu-
larly interesting stars selected from 
&@H@NARDQU@SHNMR3GDQD@QDSVN
aspects to this recommendation: 
l %NKKNVTONARDQU@SHNMR&@H@VHKKAD@
E@MS@RSHBSNNKSNRDKDBSVDKKCDjMDC@MC
unbiased samples of targeted stellar 
ONOTK@SHNMR'HFGQDRNKTSHNMRODBSQNR -
BNOXHMSGDAKTDENQSGDG@KN@MCSGHBJ




resolution spectral observations will 
provide radial velocities and metallici-
ties for selected samples of stars 
fainter than VMNSLD@RTQDCAX
the Radial Velocity Spectrometer (RVS) 
NMAN@QC&@H@
  The recommended instruments are as 
follows:
 a)  Blue multiplexed spectrograph on a 
4 or 8 m-class telescope, with more 
SG@MjAQDRGHFGAKTDRDMRHSHUHSX
RHFM@KSNMNHRD2-]l 
and high resolving power  
lSNLD@RTQDCDS@HKDC
abundances in 20 00050 000 halo, 
SGHBJCHRB@MCNTSDQSGHMCHRBRS@QR
This could be either on a dedicated 
LBK@RRSDKDRBNODVHSGjDKCNE
UHDV%.5]CDF 2, or on a dedi-
cated 4 m telescope with  
%.5]CDF 2
 A(MEQ@QDCGHFGKXLTKSHOKDWDCRODBSQN
graph to be placed on a dedicated  
4 m-class telescope, with AO correc-




obtain detailed abundances and 
radial velocities for 20 00050 000 
NARBTQDC!TKFDSGHMCHRBRS@QR 
A lower resolution mode (R ~ 4000) 
would also be perfect for fainter  
targets, not observed by the RVS on 
AN@QC&@H@$2.L@X@KRNBNMRHCDQ
collaboration with teams starting  
the development of such instruments 





should consider improving the ca -





and ESO should jointly facilitate obser-
vations with ESO telescopes that  
@QDQDPTHQDCENQSGDB@KHAQ@SHNMNE&@H@
HMRSQTLDMSR
  European leadership in the exploitation 
NE&@H@C@S@$2 @MC$2.RGNTKC
jointly consider ways to give European 
astronomers a lead in the exploitation 
NESGD&@H@B@S@KNFTD@MCE@BHKHS@SD  







not able to observe deeply in the 
&@K@BSHB"DMSQDSGD!TKFD@MCO@QSR
of the Disc because of heavy extinc-
SHNM@MCBQNVCHMF3GDHCD@KHMRSQT -
ment would achieve an astrometric 
@BBTQ@BXNE@RCNVMSNL@FMH -
STCDHMSGDL zA@MC jQRS
step in this direction might be a col-
laboration with the Japanese project 
) 2,(-$@R@RSQNLDSQHB@BBT -
racy for stars brighter than z
 b)  Microarcsecond accuracy astrome-
SQXHMSGDNOSHB@KADSSDQSG@M@R
This is the requirement for resolving 
the internal motions of the outer 
globular clusters and dwarf galaxies 
NESGD+NB@K&QNTOENQVGHBG&@H@
VHKKOQNUHCDNMKXLD@MLNSHNMR3GHR
capability would also enable us  
to obtain direct distances to extra-
F@K@BSHBRSDKK@QB@MCKDR
Astronomical News 3TQNM"$2 l$2.6NQJHMF&QNTONM&@K@BSHB/NOTK@SHNMR"GDLHRSQX@MC#XM@LHBR




courage the community to prepare  
for a next-generation mission, which 
would sample all stellar populations of 
SGD&@K@WX  
l 45RODBSQNRBNOX45V@UDKDMFSGR@QD
now only accessible through the 
'TAAKD2O@BD3DKDRBNOD'23$2 
should support the longevity of 
Hubble, with a substantial share of its 
observing time being devoted to UV 
instruments, and support the use  
of COS, the new UV spectrograph to 




should consider a spectrograph with 
very high resolving power  
(40 00070 000) on the E-ELT to ob -
RDQUD@ATMC@MBDRNERS@QR/NOTK@SHNMII 
and IIIRS@QR%@MC&CV@QERDSB
across the whole disc and far from the 
2NK@QUHBHMHSX!TKFDNTSDQ'@KN
l -D@Q(1OGNSNLDSQHBRTQUDX(SVNTKC








of these surveys, and eventually invest 










ing actions that would optimise the per-
formance of the European astronomical 
community in mining these data:
 @6NQJRGNORNMLNCDKKHMF@MCSGDNQX
for stellar interiors and atmospheres; 
stellar evolution including that of 
massive stars and binaries; stellar 
population synthesis; galactic 
CXM@LHBR@MCRODBHjBLNCDKRNE
&@K@BSHBONOTK@SHNMRSGDHMSDQRSDKK@Q
medium and the distribution of dust 
@MCF@RHMSGD&@K@WX
 b)  Fellowships, aimed at both improv-
ing the underlying theory and mod-
elling and developing high perform-
@MBD@M@KXRHRSDBGMHPTDR
l %TQSGDQ$2 l$2.6NQJHMF&QNTOR
 a)  Star formation in various environ-
LDMSR3GHRSNOHBVHKKG@UD@RSQNMF
impetus with the start of the ESO 
OTAKHBRTQUDXRNESGD&@K@BSHB/K@MD
the launch of Herschel, and the pro-
gressive and massive enhancement 
NERTALLNARDQU@SHNMRVHSG +, 
 A&@K@WXENQL@SHNM3GDCHUDQRDHMRSQT 
ments considered for the E-ELT  
@QDHMSGDHQCDjMHSHNMOG@RDR@MCHS  
is appropriate to explore fully the 






As a conclusion, ESA and ESO are pro-
viding European astronomers with unique 
instruments, opening the way to 
ex tremely high accuracy space astrome-
try and innovative ground-based tele-
RBNODRDPTHOODCHMO@QSHBTK@QVHSGjQRS
BK@RRRODBSQNFQ@OGR3GDL@HM
recommendation of this report is for the 
two organisations jointly to organise vig-
orously the exploitation of synergies 
ADSVDDM&@H@@MCFQNTMCA@RDCNARDQ -
vations, and consider ways to give Euro-
pean astronomers a lead in the exploita-
SHNMNESGD&@H@B@S@KNFTD
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LHarmonie des Spheres
"#NE.QF@M,TRHBENQ(8 
Music of the Spheres is the title of a CD 
by the French astrophysicist Dominique 
/QNTRS RVDKK@RADHMF@QDFTK@Q
NARDQUDQ@S+@2HKK@@MC/@Q@M@KGDG@R
given organ concerts at Santiago,  
Valparaiso, La Serena as well as at La 
2HKK@
 The CD contains 12 organ pieces 
directly inspired by astronomy, including 
the planetary harmonic scale of the 
Harmonices Mundi from Joannes Kepler, 
a DialogoEQNL5HBDMYD&@KHKDHE@SGDQ 
of the astronomer), a fugue by the 
E@LNTR@RSQNMNLDQ6HKKH@L'DQRBGDK
JupiterEQNL&TRS@U'NKRSR The Planets, 
variations on the chorale How bright is 
the morning star from Johann Sebastian 
!@BG@MCNSGDQOHDBDR3GD"#G@R 
been produced with the support of the 
AMA2009 (Année Mondial de 
lAstronomie) committee and is available 
NMQDPTDRSEQNL#NLHMHPTD/QNTRS  
(dominique.proust@obspm.fr!DMDjSR
VHKKADCNM@SDCSN@BG@QHS@AKD@RRNBH@SHNM
